ack      in

Blackletter’s association with Nazi propaganda cast the type style as
the black sheep of typography. But more and more brands are using
the style as a way to bring an edgy vibe to their products. b y s e a n a s h c r o f t

blackletter

Picture your name etched large in a sans serif typeface such as Helvetica. Now
imagine it in a blackletter face. What does the latter say about you that the former doesn’t? Look around and notice that, from Coca-Cola to RBK to Versace
to handpainted street signs in Mexico, businesses and designers alike have been
asking themselves the same question: What is it about blackletter that resonates
with an audience, even after being around for 800 years?

A

look back at blackletter

To answer this, you must go back to 13th century France at the start of blackletter’s extraordinary evolution. This is a font style that has to be seen
in a historical context in order to be understood. It’s
made its way from Gutenberg to Napoleon, through
two world wars, on to heavy metal, hip-hop and skateboarding. It’s some journey, and no other font has a
story that’s as remotely long or rich, a fact that may
explain why an increasing number of global brands are
embracing blackletter as a statement of individuality.
The story begins in Europe, where four blackletter
fonts originated and began a typographical revolution
that’s still—800 years later—alive and kicking. The
 • f e bruary 2005 
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first of these four is Textura, a handwritten blackletter font that originated during the 1200s in France
before spreading across Europe. Then came Rotunda,
a rounded form of Textura that developed in Italy and
became important in southern Europe 200 years later.
In the mid-1400s, another (this time Schwabacher)
emerged in southern Germany and was distinguished
by its dynamic capitals.
It was around this time that Gutenberg invented
his letterpress. He imitated blackletter fonts such as
Textura and Rotunda, because the only way he could
sell his printed books was to make them mimic handwritten books as closely as possible. “Up to that point,
books were handwritten and there was resistance [to
printing] from wealthy people, who were the only ones
HOW • 

“Its sheer
visual
strength
means that
connections
attach
themselves
much more.
You could
use Futura
or Gill Sans
in lots
of different
contexts and
the usage
doesn’t cling
to them
because
they’re less
assertive.”
S i m o n Lo x l e y

Original

who could afford them,” explains Simon Loxley, a
U.K.-based freelance designer and editor of Ultrabold,
the Journal for St. Bride Library, the world’s foremost
printing and graphic arts library.
The fourth and final blackletter font to emerge
was Fraktur (also known as German blackletter),
which went on to dominate the printing industries
of Germany and other European countries for several hundred years. It was commissioned by German emperor Maximilian in the late 15th century
to establish a library of printed books. The success
of Fraktur, though, was secured by its adoption by
Martin Luther’s reformation movement, and it went
on to become a symbol of Protestantism and national
identity in Germany, while also remaining popular in
Scandinavia.
Although roman fonts replaced blackletter throughout much of Europe in the early 16th century, blackletter retained its popularity in Germany. “This was
because of its nationalist associations, particularly in
the time of Napoleon, who was the de facto ruler over
most of Germany,” Loxley explains. “Blackletter was a
means of asserting some sort of national identity.”
Blackletter’s nationalist qualities prompted its
revival in Germany during World War I and again in
1937, when the Third Reich decreed blackletter to be
the true German font style. Four years later, though, it
branded blackletter “un-German” and turned instead

R e b e l lious rep o rt

“Why pussyfoot around?”
says Marian Bantjes of her
all-blackletter annual report
for the Society of Graphic
Designers of Canada. “This
piece has total immersion.
There are lots of design pieces with a little blackletter for
headings. I wanted to freak
people out a bit, and really
it’s quite pathetic how easy it
is to do this.”

Secretary

President

Membership

Sigrid Albert, M G D C

Yves Rouselle, M G D C

adzooks, another year! This past
year we got back to the business of
design.
e delivered more programming
focused on small business concerns expressed by our members,
covering topics of copyright, taxation and business management.
e improved our Chapter as a business, strengthening membership,
budget controls and fi nancial stability, which was one of our goals
in 2003. With some additional
funds, we hope to be able to provide our members with more free
stuff and events in 2005.
ur Society spoke out to the media
and the business community when
the Vancouver Olympic committee
worked towards grossly devaluing
our profession’s contribution to
our country and economy.
dialogue has begun with this
province’s consumer taxation
branch in hopes of improving
government’s understanding of
our profession and how we conduct business.
nd the fun stuff. We met some of
our profession’s heroes, includYves is the owner ing Amy, Cameron and Molly from
of the design firm Infinite Scale Design, who are now
preparing the look and feel for
Bau+Wow, as well the upcoming NFL Superbowl;
as a partner in Debbie Millman, who talked to us
about managing small clients like
Orange Dog. Burger King and Hershey’s; and
Casey Hrynkow, who’s been on my
w w w . b a u w o w . c o m hero list for a long time, shared
her vast knowledge with us.
hanks to all members for your participation and another big thanks
to our loyal sponsors who are integral in helping us reach our goals.
Again, I encourage all members
to work with our sponsors and
share the love. And fi nally a
group hug to my fellow board
members whose energy, creativity
and dedication has overwhelmed
me throughout the year.

W
W

READ ME

O

A

his was a fun year to be on the GDC/BC
executive. While everyone on the
committee is responsible for their
own duties, input from all execs
into any area is encouraged. For
example, due to our lack of an
Events Executive this past year, we
all took turns organizing events. I
took on the Xmas Tease Party organization which had me consulting with bar owners, magicians,
jazz singers and burlesque dancers.
he Secretary position, which I
have held for these past 2 years,
is a great starting position for
Sigrid is the owner of anyone
who wants to get involved
Echelon Design. with the GDC/BC at the executive
level. It has a well-defi ned set of
w w w . e c h e l o n d e s i g n . c o m recurring duties, making it relatively easy to incorporate into a
work schedule, while providing an
opportunity to contribute to and
learn about other executive positions.
look forward to taking on the
Education Executive position in
2005-2006.

T
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JANUARY

&

APRIL

The Paper Bash

events
This was when we first got the
brilliant idea of luring you out
to our AGM with the draw of
someone more interesting than
our humble selves. Infinite
Scale wowed us with their Look
of the Olympic Games Story. Metropolitan Fine Printers sponsored. And don’t forget how
much fun we had singing that
song ... c’mawn, you enjoyed it.

The business design of the
design business? Debbie
Millman showed us how; Casey
Hrynkow hugged her for it.

JUNE

Expert advice from a charming
lawyer on all those sticky copyright issues.

OCTOBER

Our version of “Octoberfest”
... or was it “Bitchfest”? Fun
and educational, whatever it
was. Thanks to our tax experts
from Beck & Associates.

Beer

&

Taxes

NOVEMBER

There’s no-one better in this
town to give us advice about
running a design firm than our
very own CaseyHrynkow.

DECEMBER

Seasonal feather boas &
Burlesque: what more can we
say? Jim Skipp enjoyed himself!

The Business of Design:
Casey Hrynkow

Xmas Tease

8
2
3
5
16

Total

34

Includes 4 transfers from other
Chapters.
There were 13 member resignations in 2004. An additional 21
memberships were cancelled as
a result of unpaid dues. Total
change in membership: 34 member
decrease over 2003.

Patricia Xu,

MGDC
treasurer.bc@gdc.net

s treasurer, on behalf of the GDC/BC,
I would like to say thank you to
all the board members for their
hard work which made our Chapter
fi nancially sound, and made 2004
a great year.
t is certainly great that we further strengthened the Chapter’s
fi nancial position this past year!
Compared with some previous
years when there was no surplus,
or there was a deficit. We are
in very good shape. But, when
we think about what we want to
do, it seems that the funds are
still not sufficient. Many great
international designers are too far
away from us. It is too expensive
to invite them here to meet our
members. There are many great
design shows around the world,
we could hardly afford to bring
them here either. The GDC’s 50th
anniversary is right around the
corner. Celebrations have been
long-awaited by our members,
especially those who have loved
and devoted so much to their
Society. There are also many
great ideas not yet in progress
and still to be realized because
they are too costly.
W ith a stronger financial position
we might possibly make things
happen gradually. For those who
are satisfied with what we have
done, I would say that next year
we will do even better because we
have a great team. For those who
had higher expectations of us, I
believe that we will surely make
a great improvement next year.
This team has struggled for two
years and will struggle for another
Patricia is a Creative two years. I believe we can make
Director and Marketing anything, great things, happen,
simply because we have a great
Consultant of G.M. team—the team is entirely filled
Communications & with their members’ interests in
mind, and their members’
Marketing interests at heart !

I

Total

197

231

Adam Blasberg
Uta Nagel
Darcy Paterson

Matthew Clark
Byron Dowler
Lisa Edward
Bozena Havro-Buckley
Felicia Lo
Santiago J. Salazar
Daniela Wood
Nancy Wu

2-Year Programme Winner

Expenses Accounting Fees
Administration & Database
Advertising & Promotion
Couriers
Event Expenses
BC Chapter AGM
Business Basic Event
Christmas Party
Copyright Event
Graphex ’03 Catalogue
National AGM
New York Stories
Paper Bash
Salazar Student Awards
Strategic Connections Conference
Tax Event
Total Event Expenses
Executive Meetings
Membership Expenses
Postage
Administration
Mailbox Rental
Membership Kits
Newsletter
Total Postage
Stationery & Supplies
Storage
Telephone/Infoline/Superpages
Total Expense
Net Income

$

$

$

$

$

$
$

490.00
3,921.50
4,412.77
762.89
4,935.83
772.77
3,276.52
649.58
40.59
2,852.76
1,071.08
639.29
1,243.70
120.14
71.41
15,673.67
661.42
93.49
42.99
167.99
304.78
1,336.81
1,852.57
73.69
1,235.85
1,365.89
30,543.74
6,015.54

At December 31, 2004

(in dollars)

Assets

Current Assets
Cash and Deposits
Total Current Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities & Equity
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Total Current Liabilities
Equity
Opening Balance Equity
Net Income
Total Equity
Total Liabilities & Equity

$
$
$

28,171.65
28,171.65
28,171.65

$
$

267.50
267.50

$

21,888.61
6,015.54
27,904.15
28,171.65

$
$
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Patricia Xu . Treasurer

Sigrid Albert . Secretary

Judy Snaydon . Membership

Riley Haslinger . Sponsorship

sponsors

2004 Platinum Sponsors

In 2004 Metropolitan started
off the year by sponsoring our
AGM in January, subsidizing
the cost of bringing the design
group Infinite Scale to talk to
us about designing for the
Olympics. Met also printed
The Point 3, and the materials
for the Salazar Awards, for which
they are the founding sponsor.

J

A

Nina Palmer,

Todd Chapman,

upgraded
themselves to Platinum
Sponsorship this year with
their additional contribution
to the 2003 Graphex Catalogue.
In November they saved our
heinies by printing The Point 4.

Hemlock Printers

Daniele Maria Rudischer,

Kimberly Ang

Eyan Miller

Nicole Gaboury,

This year’s judges were:
Regan Burns, MGDC
(Kaldor Design Group),
Derek Hepburn, MGDC
(Tekton Creative)
Christopher Clark, MGDC
(Serengeti Design Group).

2004 Gold Sponsor

Thank you to all of the judges for their
dedication and hard work.
Platinium Sponsor, Metropolitan
Fine Printers is the founding sponsor of the GDC/BC Salazar Student
Awards which include scholarships created in support of graphic
design development in British
Columbia.
We would also like to thank this year’s
supporting sponsor Creo, UBC
Robson Square and our guest
speaker, Matthew Clark of
Subplot Design for his wonderfully
informative presentation.

Teldon Print Media

I

A
I

Communications
Marian Bantjes,

MGDC
communications.bc@gdc.net

ome of our members have given me
enormously encouraging feedback
on these admittedly unconventional print pieces which I produce
for the GDC as part of my role as
Communications Chair.
have to thank this executive for letting me break a few GDC templates
along this road to freedom. What
I get out of it, creatively, is obvious, but my hope has always been
that “communication” can be a
transformative experience, and
that maybe, just maybe, design
itself can be a call to action.
esponse to The Point has been
enthusiastic and kind, and I was
Marian is a designer, particularly pleased that The Point
Kaldor Design Group
artist and a writer 3toinspired
step up to produce The Point 5
for Speak Up and in 2005.
benefit of my role on the
other online and offline nother
board has been having the opporpublications. She also tunity, and the excuse, to connect
with designers around the world,
teaches typography and artists around the city. The
through Emily Carr’s pleasure of meeting people like
the chinese calligapher, Yukman
Continuing Studies Lai, working with Rick Valicenti,
program. and exchanging email with Alan
Fletcher, among others, makes the
w w w . q u a t r i f o l i o . c o m work involved in this role worthwhile.
t has been a transformative experience and trust me, I wouldn’t do it
if it wasn’t fun.

R
A

Serge Bédard . Assoc. Liaison

printed the

materials for the Paper Bash,
and will be printing The Point
5 in March 2005, to complete
their Gold Sponsorship for
2004.

2004 Silver Sponsors

did a lovely job
of printing last year’s Annual
Report. Remember it?

Western Printers

E-communications

was a new sponsor
for us this past year, and they
supplied those fabulous banners you see at all our events.

True Colours

Mel Buenaventura

ecommunications.bc@gdc.net

rofessional practices relating to the
business of design are clearly
detailed in the GDC Code of Ethics.
The VP Ethics offers information and mediation; the role is
extensive, and activities pertain
to professional, client, supplier,
educator and community relations. Where necessary, written
grievances may be sent to the National Ethics Committee (via the
National Secretariat) for review,
to mediate and informally resolve
them. The Ethics Committee may
refer non-frivolous grievance
cases to the National Discipline
Committee for a hearing.
n 2004, local queries concerned
disputes arising from ill-prepared
contractual agreements. Two professional practice events, UnderLinda has over 25 standing Copyright with David
Wotherspoon and Design Busiyears of experience as a ness Basics with Casey Hrynkow
design practitioner and tackled this and other business issues. The upcoming Business In
educator. Vancouver How To book includes
the article, “How to Use a Contract for Design Services.”
ssisting the Ethics Chair provides
opportunities to connect with the
business community and increase
awareness of standard practices
within our profession.
nterested volunteers may contact
me at the email address above.

Linda Coe . Ethics

Y

or the past two years, I have had the
privilege of being involved with
the GDC/BC as a student executive
member. This past year in particular was a very gratifying one,
as I was able to witness the BC
Chapter transform into a new, and
exciting entity. With a group of
dedicated executives and sponsors,
a new era of the Chapter is now
evolving.
oining the GDC as a student member
has had immense benefi ts for me
as a young designer, and I would
urge others to experience this for
themselves.
s an executive team, we are always
encouraging GDC members at every
Terry is a local level to become involved, as member input and participation are the
independent designer, essence
of what we are trying to
husband, dad, printer, accomplish. Member participation
our greatest asset.
film buff & dog lover sisEducation
Chair for the past
who enjoys long walks two years, I will be passing the
education torch to fellow executive,
at Spanish Banks with Sigrid Albert, whose experience
good coffee and good will greatly benefit our student
members. I am looking forward
conversation. to my continued involvement with
the GDC, and will continue to contiribute in any way I can.

Malaspina University College

I

Yves Rouselle . el Presidente

READ ME

education.bc@gdc.net

Capilano College
2-Year Honorable Mention

I

Unaudited Statement of Assets & Liabilities
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Emily Carr Institute
3-Year Honorable Mention

Linda Coe,

$

T

Terrance Fines

Malaspina University College
4-Year Honorable Mention

FGDC
e th i c s . b c @ g d c . n e t

$

I

Education

Capilano College

Ethics &
Professional Practices

3,820.74
1,480.00
1,360.00
815.00
350.00
1,175.00
405.00
9,405.74
8.29
18,639.30
5.95
8,500.00
36,559.28

I

Emily Carr Institute
3-Year Programme Winner

Lisa Birrell
Simon Britchford
Steven dwayne Bryk
Lily Chow
Mariah Hamilton
Corrie Heringa
Natasha Lakos
Kimberley Norcott
Adrienne Noyes
Chloe Perron
Nigel Procter
Steve Renz
Lindsay Simmonds

$

READ ME

ur sponsors have given us much more
than fi nancial support. They have
shown their loyalty year after
year, they have been enthusiastic
members of our community, and
they have helped with their time
and resources in every way.
am very excited about my new role
as the Sponsorship Chair because
maintaining and building the
relationships we have with our
sponsors is crucial to maintaining
the activities, services and events
that we enjoy. My primary objective in this role is to ensure the
sponsors get the most from their
participation the GDC/BC.
his year we will be looking for
sponsors to help us with accommodation for speakers (hotels),
A Vancouverite who catering, venues and other event
sponsors so that we can continue
loves skiing and her to
bring in speakers like Rick
two little girls, Riley Valicenti, keep the Salazar and
Graphex Awards going and proruns Honeycomb vide more events for our commuCreative and nity of designers. It is important,
while looking for sponsors, that
photosphere.com we find companies that are interwith her husband. ested in being involved with BC’s
graphic design community so they
will benefit from their on-going
participation.
ou can help build our sponsorship by letting your suppliers
know that you are a GDC member
and that sponsoring the GDC
locally or nationally is a great
opportunity to reach the graphic
design market.
ou can help maintain our sponsorship by using sponsor services
and, when you do, tell them how
much you appreciate their involvement.
lease contact me if you have any
questions about sponsorship or if
you think your company or one of
your contacts may be interested in
becoming a GDC sponsor.

GDC/BC Salazar Student Awards

4-Year Programme Winner

Amanda Daly
Julie Lavoie

Resignations 2004

(in dollars)

I

2004 GDC/BC Salazar Student Award Winners

Licentiate

Event Income
BC Chapter AGM
Business Basic Event
Christmas Party
Copyright Event
Graphex ’03 Catalogue
New York Stories
Paper Bash
Total Event Income
Interest Income
Membership Dues from National
Miscellaneous
Sponsor Cash Contributions
Total Income

Riley Haslinger, M G D C

A

Professional

Income

T
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Cameron T. Jantzen
Keith Leinweber
Gale Leitch
Sonya Parfi niuk
Shannon White

Unaudited Statement of Revenue & Expenses
January 1–December 31, 2004

Kimberley Ang
Sarah Balakshin
Diane Bozic
Sanjit Singh Fernandes Bakshi
Lisa Hemingway
Kristin Hubbard
Melissa Irving
Sandy Jakkavanrangsri
Scott Laurie
Yu-Yuan Lin
Veronica Mak
Nina Palmer
Christopher Parton
Luvlina Sanghera
Shannon Yelland
Christine Zoltok

Associate

financials

Treasurer

Total GDC/BC paid Membership
2003 2004
3
3
109 116
15
16
13
20
18
21
39
54

FGDC
MGDC
LGDC
Associate
Graduate
Student

Sponsorship

sponsorship.bc@gdc.net

ere, at the end of my 2-year term as
Association Liaison, I fi nd I’ve
gained a great appreciation of the
Society’s endevours to provide a
communication network between
its members and businesses for
the exchange of information and
ideas pertinent to the development
of the profession. I also appreciate the new relationships that I
have made that have enabled me
to be part of a network of great
Serge is an people.
The Society is only as
independent designer. effective and productive as its
individual members make it and in
my term I have seen, first hand,
many volunteer’s efforts ensure
that the goals of the society are
maintained.
his, 2004, was a quiet year for this
position. There was the ususal liaising with other associations but
most of the promotion of the GDC
was made through events, communications, membership and the
commitment of a great volunteer
board.
will be stepping down from my position on the board, but I encourage members to get more involved.
The position of Association Liaison presents a good opportunity
to network and meet members
of other professions and business. Our friends in architecture,
photography, advertising and other
related professions are often hosting events that could beneifit all of
us. We really need someone to keep
in touch with them, and encourage
working together.
f you are interested, please contact
Yves at president.bc@gdc.net

I

Student

Graduate

See the Education report for
details.

SEPTEMBER

Copyright Law:
David Wotherspoon

MGDC
LGDC
Associate
Graduate
Student

Thanks to Peter Eller, for
spearheading this bashful event
with volunteers Peter Romich,
Paulo Alvarez, Rene Quijada, Jason
Lau and Quentin Harris.

JUNE

Salazar Student Awards

A

READ ME

The Pow Wow in the middle
of the FooFaraw. Vancouver’s
senior designers agreed.

New York Stories:
Debbie Millman

P

New Members 2004

2004 New Members

MAY

Olympic Summit

Serge Bédard, M G D C
liaison.bc@gdc.net

embers come and members go, but
the opportunities and challenges
facing the GDC/BC remain mostly
unchanged. We are the largest
GDC Chapter in the country by a
considerable margin, but our ability to alter the face of the design
industry in our province is always
dependant on the volunteer executives’ ability to juggle GDC business with making a living.
ositive changes in 2004 included
the arrival of a group of new
members eager to step up to the
plate and become involved in the
Chapter. Enthusiastic new faces
are always a huge encouragement
to all of us on the board. In 2005
we hope to involve more members
in manageable volunteer roles
which will greatly benefit the
organisation and members alike.
Membership is an area where committed volunteers can make a real
difference.
nother positive trend is a sense of
After 6 great years greater overall curiosity about the
and the services and opportuof freelancing, Judy GDC
nities it provides. This year we refelt the need for a ceived 279 requests for information
about membership. There has been
change, and is now a notable increase in inquiries
heading up the graphic about volunteering opportunities.
We currently have 73 member and
design department at non-member volunteers listed in
Mountain Equipment our database.
isappointing changes in 2004 inCoop. Change is good! cluded a drop in membership
numbers over 2003. Although we
received little feedback from members, membership numbers may
have been affected by January’s
rate increase. It is an ongoing
struggle for the GDC to understand
what motivates members to join
and to keep supporting the society.
welcome any feedback from members about what makes you renew
your membership every year and
what you think would make GDC
membership even more desireable.

D
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2004 Annual General Meeting
Infinite Scale Design Group

Association Liaison

Judy Snaydon,

MGDC
membership.bc@gdc.net

secretary.bc@gdc.net

president.bc@gdc.net

icking off the 2004 e-news was GDC
National launching a new web
site that transformed the old site
into one that addressed the needs
of the Society pertaining to enhancement of its public image, improved access to general information and provided better usability
for an individual member’s page,
as an example.
his upcoming fiscal year for 2005,
GDC/BC will hope to again transform from its current state to one
Mel possesses over that will address e-communication
objectives of the chapter through
a decade of marketing the use of various electronic mecommunications dia, such as enhanced web functionality catering to specific chair
experience in the needs, e-mail template and enewsletter. Such efforts will betprivate, public and ter
communicate the aspirations
non-profit sectors. of the society pertaining to events,
membership, news and any other
community-related information of
interest.
n addition, if you would like to
volunteer and learn valuable
experience in research, business,
marketing, writing, design and coordination of web content—where
required—please contact me at the
email address above. You can help
shape, in small increments, the
design community of BC.
’m looking forward to another fun
year.

2004 Bronze Sponsors
Cascades Paper,

a long-time
sponsor of the GDC , provided
paper for last year’s Annual
Report, The Point 3, and the
Paper Bash.

T

also continues to
keep us in print with their paper donations; in 2004 for the
Salazar Awards and The Point 4.

Coast Paper

contributed some fabulous
illustrations to The Point 3.

RepArt

handles our mailings, the assembly of our
membership kits, and provided
the lovely machine sewing for
The Point 3.

I

Sydney Sales

I

design notes & typefaces
Ah, the blackletter. Highly

underrated as a text face, in
my opinion. I think it gives
this report a sort of Biblical/
Newspaperly quality. Yes?
The news from on high, so to
speak.
This, the typeface used for most of
the text, is Wittenberger Fraktur (Bold), designed in 1906
for Monotype and now available from Adobe.

The alternate text face, used
in some elements, is the
ever-beautiful Monarchia
(Bold), designed in 1995
by Frantizek Storm of
www.stormtype.com.
Also by Frantizek Storm, and designed
in 2000 is Plagwitz-Gotisch which
remains one of my favourite facces.
Bonus points: it has a legible “k.”

The big, fancy capitals are in that
much-overlooked masterpiece,
Fette Fraktur, designed at
some unknown time, in some
unknown far-off land by an
unknown designer. It is now
owned by Adobe, and really,
look at it again for the very

Terrance Fines . Education

fi rst time. Too bad it has such
hideous numerals.

Brea is the pixellated face designed for print by Corey
Holms in 2000. This face
is on loan to me from
Corey himself (thanks!),
but is available from Veer:
www.veer.com.

This wacky thing, which I refer to as a
blackletter sans (because you just
can’t set this much text without a
sans on hand) is Auferstehung,
designed by Johannes Plass in 1997
for Linotype and available from
www.linotype.com.
I’ve used Deutch-Gotisch mostly for
certain instances of ALL CAPS,
because its caps are so readable.
This is a free font by Dieter Steffmann. In general, I’m extremely
prejudiced against most free
fonts, but this one seems to be
holding up OK so far.
Sebaldus-Gotisch is another free
font by Dieter Steffmann, as is

Gotenburg A, both of which I am
using sparingly, for emphasis. I
quite like them, despite their lack
of pedigree.

Mel Buenaventura . E-Com.

theBastard
l o vel y bastard
spindly &
Even Fatter.

Display faces both, are by Jonathan
Barnbrook, designed in 1995, and available
from his wonderful site: www.virusfonts.com.

VMPO Box 3626
Vancouver, BC V6B 3X6
Infoline: 604.515.5949
www.gdc.net

These faces all set at slightly different sizes, which makes mixing them a nightmare.

This annual report was designed by
Marian Bantjes, simply for the love
of the GDC and ... well, OK, the
love of design.
The poster on the reverse of this AR
was designed by Rick Valicenti for
the occasion of his appearance at
the GDC AGM, Feb 7, 2005.
Metropolitan Printers provided printing; Litho’d Met UV in CMYK &
Silver / Silver & Black with overall
matte varnish; 10 micron Staccatto.
Paper is Mohawk Superfine Smooth,
100# text, Ultrawhite, supplied by
Cascades.

Marian Bantjes . Communications

Last word ...
When Marian asked me to start
my report with a word beginning
with the letter “g” I asked no
questions, and did as I was told
... Gadzooks!
Yves Rouselle

Brock Piper . Past President

A specimen of metal blackletter type in the Textura
style, cast from 15th century
matrices. These were cut
by Henric Lettersnider in
the Netherlands for the
ATypI conference in Leipzig,
Germany.

to modernist German sans serif typefaces such as
Futura. The reality behind that decision, though, was
that people in occupied territories were unaccustomed
to reading blackletter and struggled to read the Nazi
proclamations printed in it.
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lackletter’s comeback

Just decades later, though, blackletter began
staging a revolution of its own that’s fueled
its current incarnation. Even though blackletter has
always held a place on beer labels, newspaper nameplates and graduation certificates, it was in the 1970s
that it started to get its new set of typographic teeth,
as heavy metal bands like AC/DC and Motörhead
embraced the style. At the time, blackletter was still
laden with Nazi associations, and Loxley believes that
heavy metal bands were attracted to the font, not for
political reasons but for its notoriety: It epitomized
being edgy and dangerous.
And it’s that attitude—that independent, tough-guy
personality—that has led the charge for blackletter. In
the late 1990s, for example, hip-hop followed metal’s
lead. “It looks dangerous, which is how rappers like to
see themselves,” Loxley explains.
This sense of danger drew another fringe activity—
skateboarding—to blackletter, and this association has
proved pivotal to today’s almost explosive adoption of
blackletter when it comes to branding. “The root of
blackletter’s emergence in commercial contexts, as far
as I can see, comes from skateboarding,” Loxley says.
“Skateboarders like to see themselves as a bit of a misunderstood, persecuted group, and blackletter lends
itself well to skateboarding because of its status as an
outsider typeface, through its connections with heavy
metal and, before that, the Nazis.”
Skateboarding may be a niche hobby, but the urban
clothing market that’s associated with it is big business, and major brands such as Quiksilver and Billabong routinely turn to blackletter in their branding,
particularly for their T-shirts. “The amount of merchandising attached to skateboarding is huge—it’s a
massively commercial business and has been for a long
time,” Loxley points out.
Through this channel, blackletter began to reach
critical mass, and it wasn’t long before major fashion
labels started to incorporate it into their designs—most
notably Versace in its 2002 Fall collection. Pop star
Gwen Stefani has also used it to brand her L.A.M.B.
fashion label.
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sy m b o l i c

Blackletter was the type of
choice for the Third Reich, as
can be seen in this 1941 copy
of the official Nazi newspaper, Völkischer Beobachter,
where all page elements,
including text, were set in
Bernhard Fraktur.

ro c k i n ’

Music’s relationship with
blackletter began in 1976
with U.K. heavy metal band
Motörhead, and the genre’s
love affair with blackletter
remains strong today.

URBAN

“Urban” clothing has sprung
out of activities like skateboarding, and often features
blackletter, particularly on Tshirts. “Blackletter lends itself
well to skateboarding because
of its status as an outsider
typeface,” says type commentator Simon Loxley.

rands embrace blackletter

co r p o rat e

Blackletter’s journey from the fringes to the
centerground was complete when Reebok—
now known as RBK—made it the centerpiece of a
$50 million global marketing campaign launched in
February 2005. The ongoing “I Am What I Am” campaign is its largest marketing effort in more than a
decade, and includes personal insights into the family of RBK athletes and artists, with country-specific
websites featuring celebrities familiar and popular in
that region. Every site, though, showcases a number
w w w. h o w d e s i g n . c o m

Relentless is an energy drink
from Coca-Cola targeted at
active people. The campaign’s
message is “Give and you
shall receive. No half measures.” The idea is to focus
on the struggle and sacrifice
in the pursuit of a goal, and
facing up to challenges.
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of popular RBK musicians, such as hip-hop stars 50
Cent and Jay Z.
Upon launching the campaign, RBK chief marketing officer Dennis Baldwin said: “We think people,
especially the young consumer we are after, want to
define themselves. They don’t want to be told to ‘Just
Do It.’” RBK used blackletter for the central “I Am
What I Am” slogan in the multi-channel campaign.
In 2006, blackletter was confirmed as the oldest
new type on the block when Coca-Cola UK launched
Relentless, an energy drink whose brand name and
brand message—“No half measures”—is set entirely
in blackletter. The campaign focuses on standing up
to challenges, something the company communicates
through blackletter-set messages such as “Grant me
the serenity to accept the things I cannot change and
the energy to change the things I can.”
For eight weeks last year, Coca-Cola unleashed a
blackletter blanket bombardment in the U.K. as it promoted Relentless through viral marketing, in cinemas,
at points of sale and on billboards.
Co-creator and head of marketing for Relentless,
Sean Uprichard, confirmed that blackletter’s rich history underpinned the decision to use it: “We compare
the nonconformist artists of today (skaters, surfers,
snowboarders) with the nonconformist artists of yes-

a font fiesta

teryear (painters and sculptors of the Renaissance)
who suffered for their own art. In this earlier time,
Fraktur was commonplace. It seemed appropriate to
use it to sell our brand.
Uprichard explains, “For us, it implies suffering and
a right of passage. The way we use it, it conveys artistry
over legibility, and the emotional over the functional.”
Dismissing blackletter’s negative Nazi and heavy
metal associations, Uprichard says: “Rock metal is a
key soundtrack to the core community, so that works.
Nazi Germany is a million miles from where Relentless was created.”
Loxley agrees that it’s unfair to make negative associations with blackletter in commercial contexts. “Its
sheer visual strength means that connections attach
themselves much more. You could use Futura or Gill
Sans in lots of different contexts and the usage doesn’t
cling to them because they’re less assertive.”

M

aking first impressions

But Loxley also believes that neither CocaCola nor RBK would have risked joining
the blackletter revolution without skateboarding first
paving the way. “They came to blackletter once it
had been well-established by the skateboarding community,” Loxley says. “Smaller companies might be
prepared to take a gamble to get noticed, but I can’t
imagine big companies like Reebok or Coca-Cola taking a gamble with their image. It’s likely they thought
the waters were fairly well-tested.”

Occupied Europe may have seen blackletter’s last en
masse (albeit enforced) adoption, but in Mexico, handwritten blackletter signage can be seen today on bars,
shops, kiosks and vehicles nationwide. The phenomenon made such an impression on Mexican graphic
designer Cristina Paoli that she wrote a book on the
subject last year, titled “Mexican Blackletter.”
Paoli says, “I researched the history of blackletter in
Europe, and how it first came to the American continent with the Spanish. Then I documented every
example of blackletter I could find on the streets of
Mexico City, where ordinary people copy and reinterpret the highly ornamental shapes of traditional
blackletter in an effort to enhance the message they
want to give. The choice of drawing a sign in blackletter is in itself a declaration to the public that the
investment of time and money was greater than if
drawn in roman characters.”
 • f e bruary 2005 

MEXICAN BLACKLETTER

Hand-drawn blackletter signs
are commonplace in Mexico,
something Mexican graphic
designer Cristina Paoli has
documented in her book
“Mexican Blackletter.” She
believes it’s popular because
blackletter’s “highly ornamental shapes resonate deeply
with inherent qualities of
Mexican culture—diversity
and contrast, creativity and
inventiveness.”
w w w. h o w d e s i g n . c o m

Peter Bain, co-author of “Blackletter: Type and
National Identity” and principal of New York Citybased type-design firm Incipit, points out that blackletter allows big companies to enjoy the best of both
worlds. “I think they’re picking a style to move things
forward,” he says. “They’re taking a niche sense of
identity and trying to expand that in a larger sense.
They’re saying, ‘This is very private, very exotic, very
special, but yet it’s also available to you. Where maybe
the original perception of blackletter was that it was
too extreme or too laden with history or too odd-looking, they’re sort of turning that around and saying,
‘Well, actually, you can have it also.’”
But it’s not just large agencies behind global marketing campaigns that are embracing blackletter; boutique studios and freelance designers are also making
increased use of it in commissions. One striking example is provided by Vancouver-based Marian Bantjes,
well known for her custom typography. Bantjes set
a recent annual report for the Society of Graphic
Designers of Canada entirely in blackletter.
“It brought attitude, shock value and a certain
beauty,” Bantjes says. “The annual report is always
dead boring to read. I wanted something to stir them
up, and at the same time give them something they
might actually keep or even hang on their wall. This
piece would be nothing without blackletter; everything
hinges on that.”
Bantjes says her work was well received, and dismisses the complaints some board members voiced
about not being able to clearly read the text. “We receive
e-mails every day that say ‘V1@gr4’, and we know damn
well what they say, yet you set text in a blackletter and
people think they can’t read it,” she says.
The final word goes to Bain, who explains blackletter’s growing influence like this: “In terms of the
statement blackletter makes compared with other
typefaces, I think most people are reacting to a visual
statement rather than to a particular statement of
meaning. They’re reacting to what it looks like rather
than to a specific message that they’re associating
with it.
“It’s not the typeface of preventing global warming.
It’s definitely a message of fashion and individuality, a
message of energy and excitement in a very youthful
way.”
Sean Ashcroft is a U.K.-based design and IT freelance writer with 20 years’ experience as a journalist.
He’s been editor at Macworld UK, a copy editor on
China Daily in Beijing and deputy editor of a series
of newspapers in Portsmouth, England.
sean.ashcroft@mac.com
P e t e r B a i n N e w  Yo r k  C i t y www.incipit.com
M a r i a n B a n t j e s Va n co u v e r , B r i t i s h  Co lu m b i a
www.bantjes.com
s i m o n lox l e y lo n d o n www.stbride.org
S e a n U p r i c h a r d ASH FORD , STAINES , U. K .
www.relentlessenergy.com
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These magazine ads from
Reebok mark the second year
of the company’s $50 million
“I am what I am” multi-channel campaign. The campaign
is about people who have
succeeded by overcoming
obstacles in life, such as
NBA star Allen Iverson and
French tennis player Amelie
Mauresmo.

H a r d ro c k

Fashion labels use
blackletter widely, such
as Juicy Couture and
Gwen Stefani’s L.A.M.B
line. Designer, author
and type expert Peter
Bain says blackletter
is “trendy, and it’s kind
of the height of fashion
right now.” He adds: “I
think everyone would
agree that it doesn’t
mean heavy metal.”
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